A distributed video-on-demand system is one where a collection of video data is located at dispersed sites across a computer network. In a single-site environment, a local video server retrieves video data from its local storage device (or devices). However, in the setting of a distributed VoD system, when a customer requests a movie from his/her local server, the server may need to interact with other servers located across the network. In this paper, we present three types of presentation plans, that a local server must construct in order to satisfy the customer's request. Informally speaking, a presentation plan is a detailed (temporally synchronized) sequence of steps that the host server must perform at given points in time. This involves obtaining committments from other video servers, obtaining committments from the network service provider, as well as making committments of local resources, within the limitations of available bandwidth, available bu er, and customer/client data consumption rates. The three types of plans described in this paper all work at di erent \levels of abstraction" in this planning process. Furthermore, we introduce two measures of how good a plan is: minimizing wait time for the customer, and minimizing a quantity called access bandwidth (which informally speaking, speci es how much network/disk bandwidth is used). We develop algorithms to compute optimal (w.r.t. the above measures) plans for all three types, and show experimentally that in all three cases, one of the three types of plans (called a hybrid presentation plan) systematically outperforms the other two. In addition to these new concepts, our framework has the advantage that many results that had previously been veri ed experimentally in the literature can now be conclusively proved mathematically.
Introduction
With the rapid advent of sophisticated, yet cheap digitization technology, accompanied by concomitant advances in networking technology, and increased consumer demand, there is now a tremendous amount of interest in distributed video on demand (VoD) systems. Such distributed VoD systems are characterized by the following salient features:
1. The video data is typically located at multiple sites on the network (which may be a global \open" network, or a proprietary corporate network). Each site has a local video server, and its own local resources (e.g. bu er space, disk bandwidth, etc.). Of course, the resources available at di erent servers may vary. 2. The customers (human) who wish to access this data are, likewise, located at geographically dispersed sites, and use some kind of local display device to view the video. Just as di erent video servers exhibit di erent characteristics above, so does the hardware available to each customer. One customer may use an outdated display device with a small bu er, and may have a very low consumption rate, while other higher-end users may have machines that have large bu ers, and may also have high consumption rates. 3. When the human customer contacts his/her local server, and requests a movie, that local server must attempt to deliver the movie to the customer, taking into account, his hardware con guration, as well as the bandwidth of the communications channel between the local server and the customer. The situation gets further complicated if the local server does not have the entire movie. In this case, it must request appropriate \parts" of the movie from one or more remote servers. This, in turn, requires precise and carefully planning, and in particular, requires answers to the following questions:
(a) who to ask? (b) which movie blocks to ask for ? (c) when to ask for a speci c block ? (d) how much resources to ask for (e.g. bandwidth) from the network service provider?
(e) what resources to commit (e.g. local bu er) and when should such committments be made?
Answering all these questions is not enough { in order to ensure a jitter free presentation, the answers to the above questions, for di erent blocks of the movie, must be synchronized as well.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
1. First and foremost, we present a VoD server architecture in which each server maintains some set of movie blocks. Unlike many previous works, we do not require that entire movies be stored at a site. Movies may be stored in part, or as a whole, at one or more sites. 2. We then formally de ne three types of presentation plans that a server could generate, when a customer makes a request for a movie. These presentation plans either describe how the movie will be delivered to the customer at a block-oriented level, or at a segment oriented level, or at a hybrid of the two. Typically, a VoD server serves a set of customers at any given point in time. A movie requested by a server may or may not be available entirely on the server. If the requested movie is not available on the server, the server must try to obtain the relevant blocks of the movie from other VoD servers. Hence, in addition to customers, a VoD server may be accessed by other VoD servers as well. Figure 2 shows the functional view of a VoD server. Each server has a set of bu ers where the movie blocks are loaded. The movie blocks may be written onto the bu ers either by reading from the local disk or by obtaining the data from other VoD servers. In the same way, the movie blocks located at one server may be read by both customers as well as other VoD servers. We introduce three types of frameworks that a VoD server may use in order to read and write movie blocks to its bu er.
Access (read or write) movie blocks individually : Here, customers download a movie block by block. In a similar manner, other VoD servers also download a movie, block by block, as shown in Figure 3 (a). We call this a block-oriented presentation. Access the movies in a speci ed segments of contiguous blocks : Here, customers and other VoD servers download movies in a speci ed sets of blocks, as shown in Figure 3 (b). We call this a segment-oriented presentation. The download operation is assumed to be complete only when the entire set of blocks is available on the requesting system (customer or a VoD server). Access the movies in a exible set of blocks : Here, downloading is done in terms of a set of blocks, as in the case of a segmented-oriented presentation. However, as shown in Figure , the requesting system can start using a block (in the set of blocks being downloaded) immediately, without having to wait for the downloading of the entire set of blocks to be completed. We call this a hybrid presentation.
VoD Server Interaction
As discussed above, a VoD server may interact with : A customer for satisfying a movie request. Another (remote) VoD server for transferring movie block(s). The transfer of movie block(s) may be made either individually or in terms of segments, as discussed in Section 2. Each VoD server has a xed amount of bu er space that it can use to store the data downloaded from other servers. If v is a node, we use buf (v) to denote the total amount of bu er space it has.
The actual amount available may vary from time to time, depending upon how much of this bu er space is currently in use. In a similar manner, the network bandwidth available for the transfer of movie blocks (to customers or other VoD servers) is denoted by bw(v; x; t). This bandwidth bw speci es the maximum possible data rate of communication at any time t between the VoD server v and another system (customer or VOD server) x, as agreed to by the network service provider.
Server-Customer Interaction
A VoD server must construct a delivery schedule for a requesting system (customer or another VoD server) based on certain criteria of optimality. This schedule must contain a description not only of which blocks it delivers to the customer/client at which point in time, but also includes information about when it requests data from remote servers, what data rate that remote data will arrive at, how much local bu er the local server will commit to bu ering data from each such remote server, and the rate at which this data will be shipped to the customer. In addition, there are numerous similar constraints that must be satis ed at the customer's end (e.g. there is no point in shipping data to the customer at a high rate, if the customer has a small bu er and a very low consumption rate). Many criteria for optimality of a presentation plan can be used. We use the following two criteria in the paper :
Minimizing the customer wait time : The presentation plan is generated in such a way that the wait time for the customer to start watching an uninterrupted movie, is minimized.
Minimizing the access bandwidth : Here, the plan is generated in such a way that the accesses (local disk or network) required for bu ering the movie blocks in the VoD server is minimized. (We minimize the amount of bandwidth used, both at the disk level and the network level, rather than minimize the total number of accesses). A presentation plan contains a detailed schedule specifying what a server s must do in order to satisfy the request for a movie from a customer. Presentation plans can be generated for each of the presentation types : block-oriented, segment-oriented and hybrid. For a server to generate a presentation plan, we will assume that the following capabilities of the customer are made known :
1. Customer Consumption Rate: The value, ccr(C), speci es the rate at which customer C consumes media data. In particular, we assume (without loss of generality) that the units used here are the same as for specifying the bandwidth of edges in the network/bandwidth of network servers.
2. Customer Bu er Size: The value, buf(C), speci es the total amount of bu er space available at the customer's end.
3. Customer-Server Bandwidth: This value, denoted bw(C; v) = bw(v; C) speci es the bandwidth of the link between the customer C and the server v assigned to him/her.
Server-Server Interactions
A VoD server interacts with another VoD server when one or more movie blocks required for a presentation are not available locally. Suppose a server v has obtained a request from a customer C for movie m. Suppose movie m has bnum(m) blocks altogether. Server s attempts to obtain these blocks from di erent servers so that it can present these to the customer.
Presentation Record : Data Structure
When processing a customer's request for a movie, the VoD server has to identify where the desired movie blocks are stored. It is assumed that the movie placement mapping is known to each VoD server. In case some movie blocks are not available locally, the VoD server has to download the blocks from other VoD servers. A presentation record r is the data structure used by a VoD server for interacting with a customer as well as with another VoD server. If the VoD server is constructing block oriented plans, then it associates one presentation record with each block of the requested movie. In the case of segment-oriented and hybrid presentation plans, a presentation record is associated with each set of movie blocks. In the case of a block oriented presentation plan, a record is de ned for each movie block.
Orig
Speci es the server that originated the request.
Target
Speci es the server that will satisfy the request.
Movie
Speci es the movie-id associated with the request.
Start
Speci es the rst movie block being requested.
End
Speci es the last block being requested. 6 Reqtime This is the value at which block request is initiated. 7 ConOK This is the time at which the connection is successfully made.
8 BWAssign This is the bandwidth assigned to the request by the target server.
DelivSt
This is the time at which delivery starts.
10 DelivEnd This is the time at which target server completes delivering blocks. This is the time at which the originating server starts shipping the blocks to the customer. 12 CustShipEnd This is the time at which the originating server nishes shipping the blocks to the customer. 13 CustConsStart This is the time at which the customer starts consuming the blocks.
14 CustConsEnd This is the time at which the customer nishes consuming the blocks. The presentation record has two sets of elds that describe : (i) the interaction with another VoD server, termed target server (ii) the interaction with the customer. Basically, the elds in the presentation record describe some of the actions carried out by a VoD server and the time instant associated with these actions. These actions deal with :
Establishing a connection with another VoD server for downloading movie blocks. Downloading (start and end) of the blocks from the VoD server Downloading the blocks to the customer site. Tables 1 and 2 describe the elds associated with a presentation record for interacting with VoD servers and customers.
In the above presentation record data structure, elds (1) -(10) describe the parameters used for interacting with other VoD servers. Here, the term originating server denotes the server to which a customer is attached for downloading the requested movie. The term target server denotes a server from which the originating VoD server downloads missing movie blocks. In a similar manner, the elds (11) - (14) describe the interactions with a customer.
Presentation Records for Di erent Plans
Di erent presentation plans such as block-oriented, segment-oriented and hybrid, assign di erent values and structures to the elds in a presentation record. Table 3 describes the expressions used for the elds in a segment-oriented presentation record. Table 4 describes the elds in a hybrid presentation record. The rst 9 elds in the hybrid presentation record are the same as those in a segment-oriented presentation record. The elds of a block-oriented presentation record are the same as in the case of a segment-oriented presentation plan, except that the number of movie blocks requested at any point in time is only one, i.e., Start = End. Hence, we can say the following : It is important for the reader to notice that in the case of hybrid presentation records, we consider each and every block of the segment of video being shipped. However, unlike block oriented presentation records, we do not need multiple records to store them. Furthermore, in hybrid presentation records, once a connection has been opened to the target server, the connection stays open for all blocks in the segment being requested; in contrast, in block-oriented presentation records, connections need to be requested and opened for each record, thus leading (possibly) to higher wait times for the customer.
Feasible Presentation Plans
A VoD server must create and maintain a presentation plan for each customer arriving with a request for a movie. As discussed earlier, this presentation plan can be one of the following three types : a segment-oriented presentation plan, a block-oriented presentation plan or hybrid presentation plan. Any presentation plan must ensure the following conditions:
A commitment must have been obtained from the originating VoD server to ship movie blocks to the customer so that the movie can be watched without any interruptions. Commitments must have been obtained from target VoD server(s) for providing movie blocks to the originating VoD server when all the movie blocks are not available local to the originating server.
Committments must have been obtained from the network service provider to ensure that bandwidth is available to ship the blocks at the desired transfer rate. The above commitments are maintained as Commitment Records by the (originating and target) VoD servers. The following information is maintained as part of the commitment record list :
Informally speaking, a presentation plan is said to be feasible if the following conditions are satis ed. The load on the originating and the target servers are such that the customer's request can be handled by them. Bu er space is available in the customer site for downloading the movie. Bu er space is available in the originating server site for holding the blocks downloaded from a target server (till the blocks are shipped to the customer). Bandwidth is available (from the network service provider) to accomplish shipping the data at the desired rate. Figure 4 shows an originating server OS serving a customer c1. It is assumed that the requested movie has 25 blocks distributed over the originating server and the target servers (TS1 to TS4). download blocks b6 to b25 from the target servers, in order to satisfy the customer's request. Before delivering the requested movie to the customer C1, the server OS has to rst create a presentation plan. In this example, let us assume that the server OS creates a segment-oriented presentation plan. Figure 5 describes a feasible segment-oriented presentation plan for serving the customer. Blocks b1 ? b6 are available local to the server OS and hence can be shipped to the customer directly. The server OS has to get a commitment from the target servers for downloading the missing blocks as follows : b6 ? b10 from TS1, b11 ? b15 from TS3, b16 ? 20 from TS2 and b21 ? b25 from TS4. In order to download the blocks from the target servers, the server OS has to specify the time at which the blocks are needed by OS. Based on the request time of the blocks, the target servers have to make an entry in their commitment record for downloading the blocks to the server OS. In case, a target server is not able to commit for the download at the requested time, the server OS can either try another target server or request the same target server for another commitment time. In Figure 5 , let us assume that the target server TS2 is not able to commit at the requested time t s2 . Instead, it is able to commit for the blocks b16 ? b20 at time t s2 0 . In the case of Figure 4 (a), there is no replication of movie blocks. Hence, the server OS has to shift the entire presentation plan by t s2 0 ? t s2 in order to ensure a jitter free presentation. In the case of Figure 4 (b), the server OS can possibly try to download the blocks from the server TS1. An alternative criterion for optimality is access bandwidth. Every time the originating server satisfying a customer's request reads data into its bu ers, it does so because either the data was shipped to it by another server, or because it read it from its local disk. The access bandwidth of a presentation plan PP = r 1 ; : : :; r k is de ned to be the total amount (in blocks) of data that is either shipped across the network or that is read from disk.
Feasible Presentation Plan : An Example
Of course, when a server S is satisfying a customer's request for a movie M, the reader may feel that the access bandwidth of the movie is equal to the number of blocks of the movie. However, there is some subtlety here: the number of blocks in the movie is only an upper bound on the access bandwidth of the presentation plan. The actual access bandwidth depends upon the presentation plan, because the presentation plan may take into account other committments that the server has made to other customers. For instance, the originating server for (new) customer C new may take into account, the fact that it had just constructed a partial presentation plan for another (older) customer C old , and it may be able to retrieve data from a remote server once, and satisfy both the old and the new customer by a single retrieval.
De nition 4.4 (AB Optimal Segment/Block Presentation Plan) A Segment/ Block Oriented Presentation Plan for delivering movie m to customer C via originating server v is AB-Optimal (AB stands for Access Bandwidth) i there is no other presentation plan that has a smaller access bandwidth.
Hybrid Presentation Plans
Suppose HPP = r 1 ; : : :; r k is a hybrid presentation plan. The structure of the constraints that must be satis ed by HPP are somewhat di erent from those satis ed by segment (resp. block) oriented time tables because of the di erent structure of hybrid presentation records.
De nition 4.5 (Feasible Hybrid Presentation Plan) Let C be a customer and let v be the customer's originating server. A hybrid presentation plan HPP = r 1 ; : : :; r k is said to be feasible i it satis es the constraints listed below: AB-optimality of hybrid presentation plans is de ned in the same way as for segment/block oriented plans.
Computing Presentation Plans
In this section, we shall describe how to compute presentation plans to retrieve a movie requested by a customer. First, we shall describe how we can compute a segment-oriented presentation plan. Block-oriented and hybrid presentation plans are variations of segment-oriented presentation plans.
We assume that the originating server OS for a customer has access to the following information.
Movie placement function.
Network bandwidth, bw, to the target servers that have the blocks for the requested movie. In order to minimize the access bandwidth, the originating server OS does the following.
In case multiple requests for the same movie arrive simultaneously (or shortly after one another), the server OS minimizes the access bandwidth by doing the following : { Keeping downloaded segment(s) (from other target servers) for a maximum time period . If another request for the same segment(s) can be satis ed within that time, then this obviously decreases the access bandwidth, by avoiding shipping the same object twice. Holding the downloaded segment is done only if su cient space is available.
{ The above methodology can also be applied for segments retrieved from disks. The segments retrieved from disks may be held in the main memory, and if another request for the same segment arrives within time , then the locally stored segment does not need to be retrieved again.
When a new request for a movie is made by a customer, the originating server OS creates a presentation plan based on the following steps. (The detailed algorithm is contained in Appendix I).
1. The following variables are set initially. Starting movie block number NSB (Next Start Block) is set to 0. Earliest movie start time sttime is set depending on the request arrival time and a minimal processing time ( t). NPD, the next presentation deadline for the blocks starting from NSB, is set to sttime. 2. OS checks whether any consecutive blocks starting from NSB are available locally (stored on the disk or downloaded and cached from other servers). If so, NSB is incremented depending on the number of consecutive available blocks.
3. If the blocks starting from NSB are not available locally, OS has to rst identify the target servers from which the segment of movie blocks can be downloaded in such a way that the blocks will be available by NPD. 4 . In order to identify the target servers, OS has to determine the time taken to download the required segments of blocks from the di erent target servers. The time at which the required segment might be available at each target server may be determined as follows. Suppose the server OS asks for a segment comprising of blocks b1 to b2 from a target server TS1. Then, this request is handled as follows.
Request Time: Let 7 . If the set of target servers that agree to process the request is non-empty, determine the target server with minimum waiting time. NSB, next starting block, This is computed as a function not just of when the target server can start shipping the data, but also taking into account, the bandwidth that the network service provider can provide. is incremented appropriately.
NPD, next presentation deadline, is incremented by the time required for playing the set of blocks whose presentation plan has been xed above. The above sequence of steps is repeated from Step 2. The algorithm terminates when the plans have been xed for all the movie blocks.
8. If the set of target servers that agree to process the request is empty, OS has no other option but to delay the movie start time. Hence, OS selects the minimum delay t (at which the requested blocks starting from NSB will be available). The movie start time, sttime, is incremented by t, NSB (next starting block) is set to 0, and the whole sequence is repeated from Step 2. If the movie start time exceeds the maximum waiting time speci ed by the customer, then the request is rejected (and the algorithm terminates).
The above sequence of steps are fully described as an algorithm in Appendix I. The above discussion applies to all the three presentation plans. In the case of a block-oriented presentation plan, the segment size is always 1 block. However, after the above plan is created, the three presentation plans di er in the following manner.
For segment and block oriented presentation plans, the delivery of the segments to the customer starts after the download of the entire segment is complete. (For block-oriented plan, the segment size is always one). For hybrid presentation plan, the delivery can start immediately after any one of the blocks in the requested segment is downloaded.
Simulation Experiments
Simulation experiments of the suggested VoD architecture were carried out. A total of 600 customers were assumed to make requests for movies. Table 6 summarizes the parameters used for simulation. The access patterns of the movie follow a Zipf distribution and use raw data obtained from a video rental store 25] , and that has previously been used by several other authors 1, 3]. (It is worth noting that it does not necessarily follow that requests to a VoD system will exhibit the same access patterns as rentals from a video store of the sort currently found in shopping malls. However, in the absence of other data, the assumption that the requests follow a Zipf distribution is reasonable). Furthermore, the access patterns were derived from actual data obtained from a video rental store For the movie placement mapping, we use the concept of replication factor de ned originally in 15]. Replication factor is de ned as the ratio of the sum of the number of movie blocks stored in the VoD servers to the sum of the number of blocks required for the movies stored, i.e., where numblocks(s) denotes the total number of movie blocks stored at serve s and numblocks(m) denotes the total number of blocks in movie m.
The replication factor is 1 when there is no replication of movie blocks in the set of VoD servers. The simulation experiments were carried out with replication ratios 1, 1.30 and 1.50.
The Window size (earlier denoted by the variable ) for keeping downloaded blocks in memory was varied from 0 to 90 seconds, in steps of 30 seconds. Also, the bu er allocations on the VoD servers were done with two di erent strategies : Naive Strategy : Here, bu er allocation was done for the entire set of blocks in a segment for the required time interval.
Dynamic Strategy : Here, bu er allocation was done for each block at the required time. Figure 6 shows the results of constructing and executing block-oriented, segment-oriented, and hybrid presentation plans obtained using the naive bu er allocation strategy. Figure 7 show the results under the dynamic bu er allocation strategy. The performance of the di erent presentation plans were as follows.
1. Block-oriented Presentation Plan : Performance is more or less the same for both the naive and dynamic bu er allocation strategies. The number of accepted customers increased and the average customer wait time decreased as the movie replication ratio increases. As the window size (for maintaining the bu ers in memory) increases, the number of accepted customers show a marginal increase. However, the average time for computing the presentation plan was signi cantly higher (three to four times) than that for hybrid presentation plans.
2. Segment-oriented Presentation Plan : Performance is the worst because of poor utilization of bu er resources. The number of accepted customers increased and the average customer wait time decreased with the dynamic bu er allocation strategy (as compared to the static case). Replication ratio R = total number of movie copies / total number of movies Accepted requests = total number of requests out of 600 whose presentation schedules can be made Replicatio ratio R = total number of movie copies / total number of movies Accepted requests = total number of requests out of 600 whose presentaion schedules can be made Hybrid Presentation Plan : performance is more or less similar to that of block-oriented presentation plans. However, hybrid presentation plan performance improves with the usage of dynamic bu er allocation strategy (as compared to the static one). Also, the time required for computing hybrid presentation plans are much lower than that for block-oriented plans. In summary, block-oriented and hybrid presentation plans perform more or less equally. However, hybrid presentation plans took less time to compute. Additionally, the number of commitment records to be maintained is signi cantly smaller than that for block-oriented plans. Hence, hybrid presentation plans seem to be the best option for distributed video presentations.
Properties of Presentation Plans
In the preceding section, we have presented three types of plans { segment-oriented presentation plans, block-oriented presentation plans, and hybrid presentation plans. These plans all enjoy some structural variations, but all of them are executable. In this section, we study the properties and inter-relationships between these di erent plans.
Relationship between Di erent Plans
In this section, we study the relationships between the di erent types of plans introduced earlier in this paper. While some of these results are generally expected and not surprising, they had previously been justi ed on empirical grounds. In contrast, here we are able to formally prove them, thus providing formal mathematical backing to some results that had hitherto been experimentally validated.
Proposition 7.1 For a network of VoD servers, it is the case that :
1. If PP is a block oriented presentation plan for delivering movie m to customer C via originating server s, then PP is also a segment oriented presentation plan for this task. 2. If PP is a segment oriented presentation plan for delivering movie m to customer C via originating server s, then there exists a hybrid presentation plan PP ? for this task which was the same wait time as PP. 2
Theorem 7.1 Let BPP; SPP; HPP be optimal block oriented, segmented oriented, and hybrid presentation plans for delivering movie m to customer C via originating server s. Let WAIT B ; WAIT S ; WAIT H be the customer wait times associated with BPP; SPP; HPP respectively. Then:
The above results indicate that in order to minimize the waiting time for a customer, all three presentation plans yield plans that are equivalent in terms of their optimality properties. Thus, given our previous experimental results it is best to develop VoD servers that use the notion of hybrid presentation plans.
Properties of Presentation Plans with Changes in the Logical Network Layout and/or Resources
In this section, we study how the notion of a plan is a ected when changes are made to the logical network.
De nition 7.1 Suppose (V; E; bw 1 ) and (V; E; bw 2 ) are logical networks. We say that bw 1 The theorem conclusively establishes that if a low-bandwidth line in the network is replaced by a higher bandwidth line, then our notion of a plan will pass the bene ts on to the customer by diminishing the time s/he has to wait. The above theorem shows that if we \increase" the placement function, then we are guaranteeing the customer a smaller wait time. The paper 7] provides an experimental claim that caching initial segments of movies at servers leads to improved performance as compared to not doing so. Theorem 7.3 is a signi cant improvement on that result for the following reasons:
1. First, our result is a theorem rather than an experimental observation. 2. Second, our result does not apply just to initial segments of movies. In fact, it is entirely possible that one or more interim blocks are added to a server by } 2 and this may still lead to a lower wait time. The example shown in Figure 5 described 8 Related Work
Issues in the design of a video on-demand server have been dealt with in 4]. The emphasis has been on scheduling mechanisms for disk accesses that signi cantly lower the bu er-size requirements in the case of disk arrays. Issues in the design of multi-user HDTV storage server have been discussed in 11]. In contrast, we deal with the construction of presentation plans to deliver videos across distributed networked sites. Our framework may, for instance, use characteristics of the HDTV storage servers of 11] in creating distributed presentation plans. We do not restrict ourselves to the type of movies stored (HDTV or normal). Data access strategies in a high performance Multimedia-on-Demand server have been discussed in 10, 24, 18, 7] . Here, algorithms for a multimedia server operation for retrieval of remote media objects are presented. The algorithms also exploit knowledge of data access patterns to improve system throughput. Experimental results have been provided to establish the performance of the algorithms. In our work, we deal with algorithms for computing di erent presentation plans in the case where movie blocks are distributed over a set of servers. The three types of presentation plans we have proposed are novel, and the algorithms to construct them are new, as is the experimental; result establishing the superiority of hybrid presentation plans. In addition to our experimental results, we have also proved mathematically, a number of results that had only had experimental validation previously 7]. 12, 13, 23] discuss the network requirements for multimedia-on demand. 17] presents resource reservation schemes for guaranteeing network throughput. 14] describes how retrieval schedules can be determined by a client based on exible temporal speci cations of multimedia document presentation. In our work, we deal with creating presentation plans for distributed video data. We assume the network to provide guaranteed throughput for VoD presentation.
Caching of movie blocks has been described in 1]. They also provide valuable user access patterns of movies derived from a real-life video rental store data. In our work, we use the same access pattern for our experiments.
Conclusions
There are a vast number of applications of video-on-demand systems, ranging from sophisticated home entertainment systems, to educational on demand programs where users at remote locations (e.g. on ships, on in the isolated areas of Montana) wish to access videos of lectures, at their leisure. Furthermore, in the rapidly emerging area of multimedia databases 22] and video databases 20, 9, 19, 21, 8] , users may query a large distributed multimedia archive and retrieve the desired videos (in part, or in whole) across the network.
Commercial vendors who support such applications will, in all likelihood, use a distributed set of servers for the simple reason that distributed systems are less likely to experience system wide failures than a centralized system. In e ect, what this means is that video data will be distributed across a network (proprietary, or open) that will be accessed by customers.
In this paper, we have provided a distributed VoD architecture that supports customer-server and server-serve interactions. When a customer requests his/her server to deliver a movie to him/her, the server constructs a presentation plan. Informally put, a presentation plan speci es what the server must retrieve, when it must retrieve it, the rate at which it will retrieve it, and where (local or remote) it will retrieve it from. Presentation plans cannot be constructed completely autonomously by the customer's local server: rather the local server must interact with remote serves and the network service provider to ensure that they all agree to commit the required resources. In this paper, we provide a formal foundation for creating presentation plans { speci cally, we formally de ne three types of presentation plans and de ne how these plans may be measure/evaluated using customer-wait times, and access bandwidths associated with the plan. We develop an algorithm to compute optimal presentation plans of all three types, and implement the algorithms in a simulation of a distributed VoD system. Using data obtained from a video store to characterize access patterns for video rentals, we derive experimental results showing that the notion of a hybrid presentation plan seems to be the best of the three types of plans. Suppose this is not the case, i.e. WAIT H < WAIT B . In this case, we will show that we can construct from HPP, a block oriented plan, BPP 1 such that the wait time, WAIT B;1 associated with BPP 1 = WAIT H < WAIT B thus contradicting the assumption (in the theorem statement) that BPP is an optimal block oriented plan.
The construction is as follows: suppose r is any presentation record in HPP and suppose (r:End? r:Start + 1) = k. BPP 1 will then contain k block oriented records r 0 ; : : :; r k?1 obtained from r as follows. 
